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THE PROBLEM
The impact of COVID-19 has slowed or stalled the
endurance event industry across the country,  and race
directors, timers, and nonprofits are looking for solutions to
reach  participants and make money. 

Virtual Challenges offer a new way to  engage participants,
with limitless options and the ability to expand beyond
traditional endurance participants. Challenges can be based
around any sport or sports, general fitness, or  non-athletic
pursuits like reading, volunteering, or making masks.

Challenges are wide open for the endurance and nonprofit
communities to explore. 

BUT HOW DO YOU PIVOT YOUR BUSINESS AND BUILD
A CHALLENGE EVENT ENTIRELY FROM SCRATCH?

To answer that question, Bryan Jenkins is stepping into the
world of Virtual Challenges and testing out the process of
creating a new virtual concept from scratch - from domain
purchase and logo design to marketing to swag fulfillment. 

We've been documenting the steps along the way - what
works, what needs to be tweaked, and what we would avoid
next time, and we're sharing our results to help you build a
better Virtual Challenge.

This is a living document that will be updated as the event
proceeds. 
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For many organizers, this is the hardest step: what kind of challenge can you create that will be
unique and that people will want to sign up for. Some things to consider in your brainstorm:

What makes your challenge unique? There are a lot of state challenges out there.
How do the theme, goal, or included activities make your challenge special?
What audience can you reach? Are you marketing to the runners of your regular
races? What about people who’s gyms have closed? How about yoga practitioners or
climbing enthusiasts? 
How hard should your challenge be? It’s always good to have a range of difficulties to
appeal to a wider range, but most challenges won’t appeal to both new fitness
enthusiasts and highly competitive athletes.

IDEA GENERATION1.

Get input. Research other events that might be like yours, ask your coworkers, get opinions
from someone in your target audience.

Don’t be afraid to change. Deciding to adjust your idea doesn’t make it a bad idea - it
means you’re open to making it the best it can be.
Talk about the details. Don’t just focus on the main idea: ask for opinions about the
exact goals, the type of swag people want, and how you should brand your event.

IDEA ITERATION2.

SECTION 1: CONCEPT
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Check Availability: Use a tool like DomainBot to check the availability of your desired
name, as well as similar iterations that may be available. Web hosting sites will also
have search capabilities for domain availability.
Check Trademarks: Even if the domain is available, you want to avoid a known
trademark to prevent any future complaints from the owner of the trademark. Use a
trademark search to check.
Check for Social Media names: A strong brand allows you to keep the same name
across all interactions. Use a tool like KnowEm to check for social media handles that
match your domain name.

RunSignup websites are dynamic and free, but using one with your own custom domain brings
legitimacy to your challenge.

DOMAIN RESEARCH3.

Once you’ve settled on a domain name, it’s time to buy it.

Where to buy? You can buy a domain from many places online. We have detailed how-
to’s for bringing domains to RunSignup that were bought on Google Domains and
GoDaddy, but the steps for most domain hosts.

DOMAIN PURCHASE4.

Create an account that matches your brand.

@Gmail account: Google has instructions for setting up an @gmail account here. 
G-Suite account: For a more official feel, get a custom @yourracename account
through gmail. Pricing starts at $6/month; details about a G-Suite account can be
found here.

SETUP A GMAIL ACCOUNT5.
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https://domainsbot.com/
https://www.uspto.gov/trademark
https://knowem.com/
https://runsignup.blog/2019/04/09/google-domains-website-example/
https://runsignup.blog/2019/04/05/godaddy-domain-website-setup-example/
https://support.google.com/mail/answer/56256?hl=en
https://gsuite.google.com/products/gmail/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=na-US-all-en-dr-bkws-all-all-trial-b-dr-1009156&utm_content=text-ad-none-any-DEV_c-CRE_309719662727-ADGP_Hybrid+%7C+AW+SEM+%7C+BKWS+~+BMM+%2F%2F+Gmail+%5B1:1%5D+%5BGmail+Account%5D-KWID_43700015256638235-kwd-23682704608&utm_term=KW_%2Bgmail+%2Baccount-ST_%2Bgmail+%2Baccount&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI6Zm5-sfA6gIVCQiICR2BIA2gEAAYASAAEgJ71PD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds


STATUS REVIEW 1
It's time to take stock of Bryan's Challenge, and where he stands after the
completion of the Concept Section.

What makes the challenge unique? Unlike Challenges that focus on achieving a
specific distance, this Challenge will allow participants to count any activity with goals
based on time-per-day.
What audience can you reach? The Challenge will focus on an audience outside the
traditional endurance race participant - adults who are generally less active but are
striving to maintain a fitness routine. 
How hard will the Challenge be? The Challenge is generally not for hardcore athletes,
but will have a few tiers (minute-per-day goals) to accommodate a range of abilities.

To fine-tune the concept, Bryan bounced the idea off of multiple race directors and
timers, as well as his friends, family members, and coworkers.

A branded domain
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram handles
For now, an @gmail.com email address. He may swing for a G-Suite account later. 

Idea Generation

Idea Iteration

Domain, Name, and Gmail

Bryan was able to secure:

1 Month Challenge (September)
3-tiered goal for minutes of activity per day/month (30/1000 minutes,
45/1500 minutes, or 60/2000 minutes)
Charity Partner in Feeding America

Introducing: Activity for Good
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Who is your target audience? You should have touched on this through during step 1,
but circle back to it.
What colors represent your brand? Is your challenge supposed to be welcoming and
fun? Think about blues and purples. Going for high intensity? Go bold with reds and
blacks. Fundraising for the environments? Focus on greens and blues.What type of
imagery do you want? Are you represented more by fun, creative icons or live-action
photos? Should your images represent a place (like a beach), a theme (like
superheroes), or are you making your message through abstract designs?
What type of fonts are you looking for? Do you want to make a bold statement with a
bold font, project a classy image with a script, or keep the focus on the message with
a standard font like open sans?
What is your general messaging style? This will grow as you start to write content,
but what type of words represent your brand? Is your challenge tough or an
adventure? Are participants joining for community or competition?

This is where it starts to get real. You can tweak this when you start working on graphics, but it
will be easier to do that if you’ve identified the look and feel of your brand. A few questions to
get started:

CREATE A BRAND
IDENTITY

6.
SECTION 2: BRAND
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Templates has some pre-designed elements (like logos or flyers) that can be adjusted
and customized to match your brand.
Upload is where you can add images from your own computer (and access later).
Photos is where you can find stock photos that you can add to your designs. Most
photos are only available with a pro subscription.
Elements includes both basic shapes (like circles and squares) as well as simple
icons and illustrations.
Background offers photos and designs for the background of images.

To create a successful logo, keep it simple and scalable to different sizes, and make sure it
works both in color and in black and white. A few good logo recommendations can be
found here.

If you have a graphic designer you regularly work with (or are one yourself), you you can
bypass this! This is our process for handling graphics without high-end graphics sofware or
design experience.

Canva is a great, free or low-cost graphics tool for non-graphic designers. You can use
it for free, but we recommend upgrading to a Pro account ($12.95 a month for month-
to-month, or $9.95 a month if you want it all year) to access a trove of icons,
backgrounds, and photos that you can use to create your logo and other visuals.

CREATE A CANVA
ACCOUNT

7.

It’s time to get creative with your Canva account. Don’t be afraid to try a few options and play
with different looks.

Start a new design: In Canva, choose to “Create a Design” with custom dimensions. A
square (or circle) 250px X 250px is recommended.

CREATE A LOGO 8.
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https://www.designhill.com/design-blog/basic-principles-logo-design/
https://www.canva.com/


Header Banner Images should be 2000x800 pixels.
Consider your text. You have two options for text on your header banners:

Use the “Title” and “Description options on Cover Pages, overlaid on your image.
Pro: This makes your text mobile responsive
Cons: To make this text visible, you will need to use a color overlay, and you
will be limited in font and color

Add text directly to your image on Canva
Pro: This is more flexible and allows you to use any font/color/placement for
the text

Con: You will need to double/triple-check your cover page on multiple
devices to ensure that the text is visible as the image is cropped for
different screen sizes.

Header Banners can be static, or they can rotate between different images either by
arrows on the page or by setting an Auto-Play Slider or Fade Header transition via the
Advanced Settings on your Cover Page.

Create one or more header banner images for your website. We used Canva for this, as well. 

CREATE COVER PAGE 
 BANNER IMAGES

9.

Create one or more header banner images for your website, as well as versions for social
media and ads.

ADDITIONAL IMAGES10.
Make sure images are either dark enough for light text to show up, or light enough for
dark text to show up.
Images should be appealing, but not distracting. Don’t detract from the text on your
page. 8



It's time to take stock of Bryan's Challenge, and where he stands after the
completion of the Brand Section.

Activity for Good is identified by friendly, approachable colors and a simple
interconnected logo design. 
The imagery is graphic-heavy (instead of photos), and fun. 
The messaging language is encouraging and light, and focuses on the types of "good"
- health, happiness, and charity.  

What is the Activity for Good brand?

Logo  Banner Image

Facebook Image
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Your Facebook page is your hub for social media, and where you will post official updates and
demonstrate the legitimacy of your brand.

Personal Account: First, you need a personal Facebook account. You can use an
existing one; if you don’t have one, be aware that using a fake name can cause
Facebook to flag your account as fake, require extra documentation, and cause
delays.
Create a Page: Use the “Create a Page” site to build a business plan. A race is
typically a business or brand.

SET-UP FACEBOOK
PAGE

11.
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Name: You want your name to be your brand name, and for it to be consistent across
social media platforms.
Category: Choose a category that best matches your Challenge - such as Sports and
Recreation or School Fundraiser
Address: You will be required to add an address. If you don’t have a business address
and use your personal address, you can hide the street address.

SECTION 3: SOCIAL



You can skip the profile image and cover photo for now, and add them once your page
is completed.
Fill out your Page: There are a variety of sections you can enable. A 

Add a profile image. This is usually going to be your logo. You’ll
few priorities:

 have the opportunity to upload your photo (an image created on 
Canva, even if it isn’t technically a photo, will work) and re-size 
what’s shown in the circle.
Add a cover. You can add one or more image, or a video, to the 

If you are using images, make sure there is some flexibility in what needs to
be seen, since images will crop differently on different screens. On a desktop,
your image will show at 820x312, while on mobile it is 640x360. 
Build your image at 820x360, but keep all required content in the middle
640x312 to ensure that it is seen on either screen size.
If you use a video, the optimal size is 820x462 pixels, with the understanding
that it will get cropped slightly on a computer. Videos can be between 20 and
90 seconds long.

top of your page. This is generally the first impression of your 
brand for anyone finding you on Facebook, so make it representative of your
challenge.
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Phone Number: Most Challenges will not have a phone number, and will offer
support by email. You can note that you don’t have a phone number.
Website: Make it easy for people to find (and register) for your your race by
including your website.
Email: Add an email so people can reach you with questions.
Always Open: Selecting that you are “always open” instead of choosing specific
hours will allow your page to show up in search at any time, not just during
business hours.

Setup a Button. Calls to action are effective. Enable the button below the cover image
as a “Sign Up” button driving traffic to registration.

Description explains what your Challenge is,
and why you are hosting it.
Add additional categories to help people find
your page. Categories should be accurate,
though - don’t add categories that don’t
represent you.

Edit your Page Info: Update your details about
who you are
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Add an FAQ. Adding a few of your most-asked questions to the FAQ allows you to
engage visitors to your page and drive traffic to registration without monitoring the
page 24/7.
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To create a Group from your page, click on Groups and “Create Group”.
Name your Group with the same brand as your page, and keep the look and feel
consistent.

You can use the same profile and cover images as your page, or modify them
slightly.

Groups can be Public or Private. Private groups can encourage discussion without
concern of it being seen outside the group, but generally Public Groups are better as
marketing tools. Public groups allow non-participants to see the interaction in your
group and motivates them to sign up and join.
Update the About: Make sure you update the About section so that people finding
your page will understand the purpose of the group.

Set your parameters. Groups require some level of moderating to ensure people are
respectful and not trolling. Requiring membership approval or adding member
questions to the process of joining can help keep fake accounts and trolls off the
page. You can also allow other members (not just admin) to approve membership
requests to enable them to admit their friends. Setting Keyword Alerts can help keep
you in the loop if there is a post that you need to see or address immediately.

Now that you have a page, you want to create a group. Why both? The page acts as your social
media landing page - and official representation of sorts. The group is your hub for interactive
engagement - it’s where participants come to share their progress, ask questions, and find
extra motivation.

SET-UP FACEBOOK
GROUP

12.
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Create an Account using your gmail account
Link your Account to your Facebook Page by navigating to settings >> Instagram

Hit Connect
Sign in under the Instagram account to link the accounts

Instagram advertising can be successful, but it can be challenging to get attention
because Instagram is an app that people go to for fun, engaging visuals. 
When your Challenge is running, share photos from your participants to Instagram -
these are the kind of images that should be attention-grabbing, while acknowledging
your participants more publicly. 

What's Instagram good for?

We have chosen to wait some on our Instagram strategy, so we will build this section out
more later.

Instagram can require some additional work to be useful because it's built around engaging
graphics, but it's can be another place to engage with your participants. Once you get your
challenge rolling, it's a great place to engage participants.

SET-UP INSTAGRAM13.
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It's time to take stock of Bryan's Challenge, and where he stands after the
completion of the Social Section.

Social pages are up and running!

Instagram

Facebook Business Page

Facebook Group

STATUS REVIEW 3



Challenges in this context are different from other races (even virtual ones), so there isn't
detailed data on what you should charge. To start:

Existing events: There are some Challenges for you to use as a comparison. Look at
some of our favorite examples on the Challenge Platform hub, or scroll through Virtual
Events on our race calendar to find some Challenges.

MARKET RESEARCH14.
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If the goal is to raise money or make money, first you have to determine your costs. Leave a
little wiggle room for unexpected things, but here's what we saw at this point:

Annual/Monthly Costs
Website domain ($31.98/year), Canva ($10-12/month), and possibly G-Suite or
outside consultants for graphics or marketing.

Swag
We'll cover this in more detail later, but our swag breakdown, including shipping,
was around $16/person.

Time
You likely aren't paying yourself by the hour, but remember that a Challenge lasts
for weeks or months and you'll need to be engaged throughout. Account for time.

Marketing
Since you're marketing to a brand new audience, assume additional money is
needed for marketing. You'll want some money to play around with 

Donations
If you're doing the challenge as a fundraiser, either for your own organization or
for a Charity partner, and you want to ensure that a specific amount (we settled on
$7/person) goes to the charity, you need to know that off the top.

BUDGETING15.

SECTION 4: PRICING

https://runsignup.com/Race/ChallengePlatform/Page-2
https://runsignup.com/Events/Virtual


Many people signing up for your Challenge will not have done one before, and don't know what
to expect. It's up to you to demonstrate the value of what they are getting for their money.

SELLING YOUR PRICE16.
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Emphasize totals. $60 is  lot for a 5K - but it's not a lot for a month of 5K-a-day.
Whatever your Challenge is, highlight the TOTAL of what they are getting - 96.1 miles
of running, 1000 minutes of exercise, or 20,000 feet of elevation. Event Highlights
(Race >> Registration >> Event Display Options) can help show this information on your
pricing tiles.
Share Swag. Whatever your swag is, people will care. Get a high-quality mock-up from
your vendor, and splash it on your front page.
Highlight your cause or charity partner. People want to know they are supporting
something worthwhile. The more concrete you can be, the better - include information
about how much you'll contribute to the cause, and how far that money goes.
Talk about Social. Introduce your Facebook Group and make it clear that there will be
discussions and encouragement throughout the Challenge. 
Consider a List. Add a "What's Included" list to your cover page to detail all of the
above and drive home the value of the specific event. 

Event Highlights (note the "Minute Goal" at the top of each tier).



Stay tuned for marketing,
execution, and more!


